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For a finite group 71, let G(Qr) denote the Grothendieck ring of all rational 
representations of r, and write Gc(Qrr) for the ideal in G(Qrr) generated by 
rational representations of m induced from cyclic subgroups. In this context, 
the Artin induction theorem (Theorem 1.2) states that the order of v is an 
exponent of the additive group G(Qv)/Gc(Qn). To make this induction 
theorem more precise, we define the (smallest) exponent of G(Qn)/Gc(Q+r) 
to be the Artin exponent of z, denoted by A(r). To compute A(n) is therefore 
tantamount to finding the characteristic of the quotient ring G(Qv)/G~(Q~T). 
In this paper, we carry out a complete calculation of this invariant of rr. 
A glossary of results is as follows: 
For a group z, A(z) is equal to one if and only if 7r is cyclic (Theorem 2.9), 
which seems to suggest that A(n) will give an interesting numerical measure 
of the deviation of v from being a cyclic group. The disillusionment, however, 
comes about in Sections 5 and 6. In Section 5, using a theorem of Kulakoff, 
we show that for a p-group (p & 3), A(x) equals 1 or [?T : II/p according 
as YT is cyclic or not. Then, in Section 6, using a theorem of Thompson, we 
show that for 2-groups the above statement remains valid, provided that we 
exclude three classes of “special 2-groups” for which the Artin exponent is 2. 
The invariant A(r) is, therefore, merely a very “blunt” measure of non- 
cychcity, at Ieast “bcally”. With the local situation settled, we then make 
global calculations for A(n), using Witt’s induction theorem (Theorem 3.1) 
as the springboard. For (odd) prime p, if a p-Sylow subgroup n(P) of v is 
of order pa and not cyclic, the p-part of A(n) is either p” or pnM1, depending 
as whether or not there exists a cyclic p-free group D C r, normalized by 
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T(P), on which the conjugation action of T+‘) is faithful (Theorem 7.4). Here 
the rigidity in the local case is again reflected. On the other hand, if ap-Sylow 
subgroup &‘) is cyclic, the whole range of values 1, p,..., pn-l, pn is available 
for the p-part of A(V) which, to be precise, equals ps, where s is the smallest 
nonnegative integer with the property that for any x E @‘) and any p-free 
cyclic group D C m, x E N(D) implies xPs E C(D) (Theorem 7.12). 
The present investigation of A( r is motivated by a point of view taken ) 
by Swan in the study of Grothendieck groups of finite groups. In [a, he 
showed that induction theorems for various functors K on the category of 
finite groups can be proven by establishing K “functorially” as a module 
over G(@r). In this setup, A(r) shows up as the “induction exponent” of 
certain K-functors, and a full knowledge of A(n) may sometimes yield 
nontrivial information about K. Applications of our present results in this 
direction will be discussed in a separate publication ([fl). 
1. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall set up the basic notations and definitions for later 
work. 
Let rr be a finite group, and vi = (I}, vz ,..., n, be a full set of nonconjugate 
cyclic subgroups of r. We write li for the principal character on vj and 
denote the induced character 1: on v by c~j . This is the character afforded 
by the (rational) representation of QT as a permutation group on the left coset 
space {xrri : x E rr}, and it clearly depends only on the conjugacy class of the 
cyclic subgroup 7rj . These pj are sometimes known as the “Artin characters” 
of 7r. 
Choose x, = 1, x2 ,..., xQ in n, so that rrj = (x9). We write xi < xK if 
there exists t E r such that t(x&t-l C (x~). Clearly the relation < is reflexive 
and transitive, and xj < xx, Ic , x < xj imply j = k. Since the set of indices 
is finite, we could have assumed that xj < xle only for j < K. This assumption 
will be understood throughout the balance of this section. We now state 
LEMMA 1.1. 
Pk(Xj) = 0 unless xi < xlc , 
/Ak(Xj) = 0 for j > k, 
pj(Xj) = [N(pj) : Tj] for 1 <j < 4, 
for xj < xx. 
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Proof. (a) is clear from the fact that x, $ UtEO t-r{@ unless x, < xk . 
(b) foillows from (a) and the assumption that xj < xB only for j < k. (c) is 
a f~iliar fact on induced representations. To prove (d), we can assume, 
without loss of generality, that <xj) C (x&. Since both groups are cyclic, 
we see immediately that N(x,) C N{zj). Thus 
= [AGrj : 7f$] pJ 
= p&J w 
7Tk :
by (c). 
(e) follows similarly. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of this setup, we now give an easy proof of Artin’s 
induction theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. (Artin, [I]: See also [?‘I), Let v be a finite group. Let f 6e 
an integral vairaftied function on T swh that 
(i) f(txt-l) = f(x) for uZE x, t E ?r, 
(ii} if s, t E v gtreerate the same q&c subgroup of w, then f(s) = f(t). 
Let n be the order of T. Then nf is an integral linear combination of characters 
of v induced from characters of trivial representations of cyclic subgroups of T. 
Proof. One need only solve the system of equations in2 
@ = i akt% 
k-l 
(1.3) 
for the unknowns aj . In light of the hypotheses (i), (ii) onf, the equation of 
class functions (I .3) is equivalent to the ordinary system of linear equations 
By (b) of Lemma 1.1, the coeflicient matrix of this system of linear equations 
is triangular. Furthermore, (c) in the lemma implies that the nonzero leading 
coefficients &x,) of the system are all divisors of n = [W : 11. It is now clear 
that (1.4) is solvable (uniquely) for ak ~2. Q.E.D. 
Since any rational character x satisfies (i), (ii) in Theorem 1.2, we conclude 
that [R- : 11~ is an integral linear combination of all pj . In most cases, however, 
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it turns out that smaller multiples of x already have the Same property. One 
can then naturally ask, for a given group 7r2, what is the smallest choice of 
M EZ+ such that 
P 
mx = c akpk 
k-l 
WV 
is solvable for integral unknowns ak , for any given rational character x. 
This question motivates the following: 
DIVINATION 1.6. Let 7~ be a finite group. An integer m EZ is said to 
be an Artia exponent for 7~ if, given any rational character x on rr, Eq. 1.5 is 
solvable for CZ~ EZ. All Artin exponents clearly form an ideal in the integers 
and, by Theorem 1.2, [V : l] is in this ideal. We pick the (unique) positive 
generator A(r) for this ideal and shall call it the Artin ex~~~~ of rr. Our last 
remark shows that A(W) divides (rr : I]. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Let us compute the Artin exponent for S, , the (fun) 
symmetric group on three elements. Choose, in the notation of Lemma 1.1, 
x1 = 1, X, = (12), X, = (123). S, has three fabsoluteiy) irreducible represen- 
tations, namely, the principal representation x1, the sign representation xBt 
and the unique two-dimensional irreducibIe representation x3. We easily 
verify that 
2x1 = --%+ 2P2 3-P3 
2x2 = EL1 - &3 -I- P3 
2x3 = Pl - Pa * 
Thus A(&) = 2. 
computations aIong similar lines will establish the following tabulation 
of Artin exponents: 
7T [r : I] A(n) 
-~ 
S.4 1 24 2 
S5 120 4 
4 60 2 
77 [n : I] A[%-) 
--~ 
l&j 8 2 
4W9l1-7 
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(Ds is the dihedral group of eight elements, and Qs and Qis are respectively 
the (generalized) quaternion groups of eight and sixteen elements) 
EXAMPLE 1.8. Let rr = (Z/pZ) @ *** @ (Z/pZ) (n copies) be an elementary 
Abelian p-group. (p = prime). Then A(V) = pn-r. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. Let rr 6e a $n&e group of order pq, evhere p, Q me pr&nes 
(not necessarily distinct). Then 
if 7r is cyclic 
if 7r is not cyclic. 
2. CYCLIC GROUPS 
In this section, we shall prove that a group 77 has Artin exponent equal 
to one if and only if it is cyclic. We first establish the (easier) sufficiency part. 
THEOREM 2.1. A(n) = 1 for cy&c groups 7~. 
Proof. Let 7 be cyclic and s = [r : 11. We can enumerate all divisors 
of s in an increasing sequence of numbers, say s, = 1, s, , ss ,..., s, . It is well 
known that there are exactly Q irreducible rational representations of 7, 
whose characters xS, , xS2 ,..., x8, are afforded by the representation modules 
Q(C,,), Q(5&.., QG,), where isi = e2ails5 is a primitive s,th root of unity. 
Here we let TJ operate on Q(c,) by agreeing that a fixed generator of ?r acts 
as muItiplication by &.$ . For each sj / s, there is a unique subgroup rj C 7r 
such that [r : ~$1 = si . As before, we define ,LL~ = 17. This character is 
afforded by the Q?rr-module MSj = Q[+T,]. We now claim that for all j 
between I and q 
ruj = x Xd * P-2) 
4$j 
To prove this, let t be a generator of r, and consider the cyclotomic polyno- 
mials (P, . Enumerate the divisors d of si and arrange them in an increasing 
sequence, say d, , d, ,..., d, . We then have the equation 
in the group algebra QT. Consider the Qrr-quotient modules 
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M+ is singly-generated as a Qn-module and is annihilated by Qdi(t); hence 
it is either the module Q(& ) or a quotient thereof. MSj is formed from Msj,i 
by successive extensions and its degree is 
[MS? : Q] = [n : n.j] = sj 
= Fl [Q&i) : 81, 
Thus, a rank argument over Q shows that M+ M Q([dJ. Appealing to the 
complete reducibility of representations over Q, we deduce immediately that 
Taking characters, we prove (2.2). It is now clear (by arguing inductively, 
for example) that any xsi is an integral combination of all pie , and therefore 
so is any rational character x. We conclude, according to Definition 1.6, 
that the Artin exponent of r is 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The above proof is by no means new or original. In fact the 
techniques we used here are latent in a paper of Swan (see [8]. Proposition 13.2) 
in which he developed a similar argument to prove a theorem of an entirely 
different nature. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let 1 denote the principal character of 7~ and d EZ. 
Then d is an Artin exponent of ?r ;f it has the following property (P). 
(P): There exist (uniquely) integers a, EZ such that 
dl = i a,++ 
k=l 
(2.4) 
where p1 ,..., pn are the Artin characters. 
If, in the equation (2.4), a, ,. . ., a, have no common factor, then d = A(n) and 
conversely. 
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary rational character of Z-. Multiplying x with 
the two sides of Eq. 2.4, we obtain by Frobenius reciprocity 
k=l 
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where & is a character on rr induced from some character of z-~. Now 
Theorem 2.1 and transitivity of the induction procedure imply that 
for suitable integers bkj . Thus dx = Zj(&a,b,j) pj and so d is an Artin 
exponent. The last assertion in the corollary is an easy consequence of 
the independence of the Artin characters pj (which is in turn clear from 
Lemma 1.1). Q.E.D. 
To prove the converse of Theorem 2.1 we need several lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.5. 1.c.m. ([N(r’) : ~‘1) divides A(T), where 1.c.m. is taken over 
all n’ C rr which are maximal cyclic. 
Proof. We need only take the 1.c.m. over all 7rS, for which xSi is maximal 
in the partial ordering ,(. The lemma then follows from (a) of Lemma 1.1 
when we evaluate Eq. 1.5 at such a maximal x,, . 
Remark. For rr =Z/4z @Z/4Z, A(V) = 8, and 1.c.m. = 4. Hence we 
don’t have equality in general. 
The following is a parallel lemma: 
LEMMA 2.6. A(T) is divisible by g.c.d. ([v : ~‘1) where g.c.d. is taken over 
all cyclic subgroups n’. 
Proof. We need only take the g.c.d. over all rj . We have 
Evaluating at the identity we obtain 
A(p) = i akpk(xl) 
k=l 
The lemma is now obvious. 
Remark. For m = S’s , A(T) = 2 and g.c.d. = 1. Hence we don’t have 
equality in general. 
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Recall that the (ordinary) exponent of a group r (denoted by exp n) is 
equal to the cardinality of a maximal order cyclic subgroup of r. We can 
define the p-exponent exp(n, p) of n to be the exponent of a p-Sylow sub- 
group r&D) of 7r. We can now state 
LEMMA 2.7. Let [V(P) : l] = pn. Then exp(rr, p) < pn+ implies 
Proof. Assume exp(rr, p) < p”-l”. In view of the previous lemma, it 
would suffice to prove that pm 1 [r : 7ri] for all ri . In fact if, for some i, pm 
does not divide [7r : nil, then pn-cnz-l) / [7ri : 11, and so the cyclic group 7ri 
has a (unique) subgroup rr’ of order pn-cm-l). Extending Z-’ to a Sylow 
p-subgroup &‘) of r, we see that n (P) has a cyclic subgroup r’ of order ~~-~+l; 
thus 
expb 1 (8) > pn-m+l 
which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.8. p 1 A(n) unless a p-Sylow subgroup V(P) of T is cyclic. 
THEOREM 2.9. A(a) = 1 if and onZy ifs is cyclic. 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 provides sufficiency. To prove necessity, assume 
A(r) = 1. Using Corollary 2.8, we see that the Sylow subgroups of r are 
all cyclic. By a well-known theorem in group theory (see, for example, [a, 
p. 356) = has to be metacyclic; i.e., n possesses a normal series of length two, 
with cyclic quotients. Let {I} <i T’ u T be such a series. Since ?r’ > [?T, 7~1, 
any subgroup &’ above n’ is normal in r. Therefore, by blowing up n’ if 
necessary, we could assume that 4 is a maximal cyclic subgroup. By 
Lemma 2.5 and the hypothesis that A(r) = 1, every maximal cyclic sub- 
group r’ must be self-normalizing. But n’ 4 r, so r’ = 7 and hence r is 
cyclic. Q.E.D. 
3. BASIC THEOREMS 
In this section we shall develop miscellaneous theorems which furnish 
various information on A(r). The first of these, a metamorphosis of a theorem 
of Witt, enables us to reduce the computation of A(T) essentially to the case 
of “hyperelementary groups”. This will constitute the basic tool for Section 7, 
in which we furnish complete global calculations via results Sections 5 and 6 
on p-groups, by “localization” arguments. 
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We first recall 
DEFINITION. A hyperelementary group is a group rr which has a cyclic 
normal subgroup z-’ such that a/& is a p-group for some prime p. 
It is easy to see that given a hyperelementary group rr, one of the following 
possibilities must hold: 
(a) There exists a normal cyclic subgroup with order divisible by p, 
such that the quotient is a q-group for a prime 4 f p. 
(b) There exists a normal cyclic p-free subgroup, such that the 
quotient is a p-group. 
In case (a), we speak of rr as being kyperelementary of the$rst kind (with 
respect to p). In case (b), we say T is hyperelementary of the second kind. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Witt Induction Theorem). 
A(T) = 1.c.m. A(&), 
where the 1.c.m. is taken over all hyperelementary subgroups rr’ of rr. In particular, 
a group is cyclic if and only if all hyperelementary subgroups are cyclic. 
Proof. Put d = 1.c.m. A(z-‘) [n’ hyperelementary]. We first show that 
A(r) 1 d by demonstrating that d is an Artin exponent in the sense of 
Definition 1.6. Take any rational character x. By Witt’s induction theorem 
[[7], Theorem 4.1 (c)] x = .Zjaj$ for suitable integers aj and characters xj 
on hyperelementary subgroups ni . Since A(?rj) 1 d, dxi is an integral com- 
bination of Artin characters on ni . By transitivity of the operation *, we see 
immediately that dx is an integral combination of Artin characters on r. 
To finish the proof of the theorem it remains only to show that A(rr’) 1 A(n) 
for a hyperelementary 7~’ C 7r. This divisibility relation happens to be true, 
in general, for all subgroups n. We now cover this by the following theorem 
“of the Lagrange type”: 
THEOREM 3.2. For a subgroup VT’ in T, A(T’) divides A(T). 
Proof. By definition, we have 
k=l 
for suitable integers ak ~2. Let i* denote taking restriction of characters from 
n to &. Applying i* to both sides of the above equation, we have 
i*(A(r)l) = i aki*pk 
k=l 
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Now, from Mackey’s subgroup theorem ([3], p. 324) i*t+ , as a character 
on rr’, is an integral combination of characters induced from trivial representa- 
tions of subgroups x~~x-l n r’. Since these subgroups are all cyclic, we see 
that the r.h.s. of the last equation is an integral combination of Artin charac- 
ters on rr’, (again by using transitivity of induction). But the 1.h.s. is just 
AW,, where I,, denotes the principal character of z-‘. We conclude im- 
mediately from Corollary 2.3 that A(d) 1 A(n). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.3. If T is a quotient group of P, A(n) 1 A(P). 
Proof. Let d(Qrr) [respectively d(QP)] be the category of finitely- 
generated (necessarily-projective) left Qz--[resp. QP-] modules, and let 
G(Qn) [resp. G(QP)] be the Grothendieck group of the category JI(Qrr) 
[resp. &(QP)] (see [7]). By hypothesis we have a group epimorphism 
p:P+Tr. Since the categories in sight are all semisimple, the rules 
M -+ Qn @or M, f + Qn gopf for ME obj &(QP) and f E morphism 
k!(QP) define an exact functor 
~4 P> : 4QP> + ~4Q4 
which, in turn, determines a homomorphism of the respective Grothendieck 
groups 
G(P) : G(QP) - G(Q4 
According to Swan, [7], G(QP) [resp. G(Qn)] carries a natural ring structure, 
and the identity 1 of G(QP) corresponds to the trivial QP-module Q. Writing 
[M] for the class of M EJJ%‘(QP) in the Grothendieck group, we now claim 
that G(p)[Q] = [Q]. This follows easily from the observation that 
&qixi @ q + .&qiq and q + 1 @ q are (well-defined) inverse isomorphisms 
in &(Qrr) between QV @or Q and Q (the latter viewed as a trivial Qrr-module). 
Next, we observe that the map G(p) commutes with the induction operation 
in the sense that if P’ C P is a subgroup and 7~’ = p(P), then the diagram 
G(QP) ‘(‘) + G(Qr) 
t i, t G 
G(QP’) ‘(“) l G(Q4) 
is commutative (the notation being self-explanatory). This can easily be 
checked by a routine tensor product argument. To finish the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 we first identify G(QP) [resp. G(Qrr)] with the rational character 
ring char(QP) [resp. char(Qrr)], and remark that under this identification, 
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[JYJ and 1 (the principal character) will correspond. We can define a full set 
of nonconjugate cyclic subgroups Pk of P and write 
with obvious notation. Reading this equation in G(QP), and noting that the 
image of a cyclic subgroup is still cyclic, it is now clear how to finish. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let r’ be a normal Hall subgroup of r. Then A(d) A(+-‘) 
&ides .4(r). 
Proof. The proof is obvious from Theorem 3.2, 3.3, Definition 1.6 and 
the hypothesis that ([?T’ : I], [n/m’ : 11) = 1. 
Remark. The example v = ,!?a (with Theorem 2.1) shows that we should 
not expect equality of A(i) A(+‘) and A(r). In fact, the same example 
shows that it is, in general, false that A(V) should divide A(‘rr’)[v : 41 even 
when n’ is Hall. (Put T/ = {I, (12))). 
4. BRAUER COEFFICIENT THEOREM AND CONSEQUENCES 
(In the following sections, p will denote the Mabius function defined on 
the natural numbers.) 
In connection with his work on class numbers of algebraic number field, 
Brauer has proved ([2]) the following deep and elegant theorem: 
Let x be a rational character on rr. Then x is a rational linear 
combination of characters induced from principal characters on 
cyclic subgroups. More precisely 
x = ,Z,,~,,lzr with 
where the first summation is taken over all cyclic subgroups nITI of r 
and the second summation over all cyclic subgroups rr” = (x”) Z 7r’. 
In particular, 
1 = ,Z,,,c,,,l~, with 
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In the first summation we group together terms with respect to conjugacy 
classes of m’. The number of rr’ conjugate to a fixed n$ is [z- : N(rr,)]. For 
any 7~’ like this, lz, = 1:. = pj in the notation introduced in the beginning 
of Section 1. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 4.1. (Brauer Coefficient Theorem). For any Jinite group ST 
the summation being over all cyclic subgroups rr’ of rr over rj . 
Let us now explore some consequences of this coefficient theorem. The 
most important application is the following theorem which states that in some 
circumstances the Artin exponent is multiplicative over the direct product 
of groups. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Multiplicativity Theorem). Let n1 and r2 be two jkite 
groups of relatively prime orders. Then 
(The example of Ss clearly shows that the theorem holds only for direct 
products and not even for semidirect products. The fact that Z/22 0 z/22 
has Artin exponent 2 shows that the assumption on orders of ?T~ and r2 is 
not superfluous.) 
Proof. Since x1 C 7r1 x rz is a normal Hall subgroup, Corollary 3.4 
gives A(?r,) A(~T,) I A(rrl x r2). A s usual we finish the proof by showing 
that d,d,(d, = A(rrJ, i = 1,2) is an Artin exponent for the product group 
ri x 7rz . Choose {ni,J, {~a,~} to be full sets of nonconjugate cyclic subgroups 
of rrr and ~a. Then K5,, = rI,5 x v 2,h: give a full set of nonconjugate cyclic 
subgroups of r1 x 7rz. From the Brauer coefficient theorem 
where 
C Kj,lr = [NK,,I, Kjk] zK’I-L([K’ : K5k1), 
the summation being over all cyclic K’ 1 K5,, in 7r1 x nTTz . Any such K’ can 
be decomposed uniquely into K’ = rr; x n;l for cyclic RI 2 mlsj nk 1 nz,lc . 
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with obvious notations. (Observe that in the middle step of this calculation 
we used the multiplicativity theorem for the Mobius function.) 
We must show that d,d,CK, ~ ~ are integers for all j, K. This follows from 
the equation 
44Gj,, = (4Gd4Gd 
and the fact that dlCl,j , d,C,,, are integers. Q.E.D. 
5. ARTIN EXPONENT FOR P-GROUPS (p > 3) 
In this section we shall give a complete calculation of the Artin exponent 
for p-groups ( p > 3). Th e main result is stated in Theorem 5.7. The key 
of this section is a counting theorem of Kulakoff. The calculation of A(n) 
for 2-groups will be postponed to Section 6. 
We shall first set up some notations. For a finite p-group rr, ( p a fixed 
prime), let x(n) = x be the number of subgroups of order p in x. We denote 
by sol(r) the number of solutions of the equation xp = 1 for x E 7r. By a 
classical theorem of Frobenius (see [3], 41.11) p divides sol(n). A deeper 
theorem, due to Kulakoff, states that p2 divides sol(n) unless r is cyclic 
(p 3 3). ([ZZ]). We now prove 
THEOREM 5.1. Let p be an odd prime and rr a p-group of order p”, n > 2. 
The following jive conditions are equivalent: 
(a) sol(n) + p (mod P”). 
(b) A(V) = pn-l. 
(c) 7r is not cyclic. 
(d) p2 divides sol(~). 
(c) sol(r) > p. 
Proof. We observe first of all that the equivalence of (c) and (e) is 
a familiar theorem in group theory. (See [6], p. 252). To prove the theorem, 
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it therefore suffices to prove (a) 3 (b) * (c) 3 (d) > (a). (a) => (b): According 
to the Brauer coefficient theorem 
the summation being over all cyclic n’ >_ nj . Let us evaluate the coefficient 
for pi . In the expression for b, we obtain nonzero contributions to the 
summation only from the trivial cyclic group r’ = {l} and from cyclic 
groups of order p. Thus 
= (1 - x)&r : l] = (1 - X)/P” 
Since sol(r) + p(modp2), we deduce easily that z + 1 (modp2). If 
A(r) = pa, pub, must be an integer by the independence of Artin characters. 
This clearly implies that a > n - 1. On the other hand, for j 3 2, [Nnj : rj] 
divides pn--l, so p”-%, ~2. Also z = 1 (mod p) (Frobenius theorem) implies 
that pn-lb, EZ , too. Consequently pn-ll is an integral linear combination 
of Artin characters, so A(r) divides pn-l. We conclude now that A(rr) = pn-l. 
(b) * (c): Since n >, 2, A(z-) = p”-l f 1, so r is not cyclic, by 
Theorem 2.1. 
(c) 3 (d): Use the theorem of Kulakoff. 
(d) =- (a): Obvious. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose r is nilpotent and [r : l] = pp *** p? is odd. 
Then A(n) = p? .a* p: where 
(i) cj = rj - 1 if the pi-Sylow subgroup of 7~ is noncyclic; 
(ii) cj = 1 if the pj-Sylow subgroup of TT is cyclic. 
Proof. The proof is immediate from the preceding theorem and the 
multiplicativity theorem. 
6. ARTIN EXPONENT FOR ~-GROUPS 
In this section we shall prove that for a noncyclic 2-group rr of order 2”, 
the Artin exponent equals 2n-1, except when rr is an “exceptional 2-group” 
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(quaternion, dihedral...), in which case the Ati& exponent is 2. The precise 
statement will be given in Theorem 6.3. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let n be a 2-group on two generators a, b. We say that 
(9 ?T is “quaternion” (IQ), if a, b have the relations 
& = ] 3 jj2 = @2=-f I b&-l = a-1; 
(ii) 7~ is “dihedral” (r>), if a, b have the relations 
(p zz 1, 62 = I, b&l == a-1; 
(iii) rr is “semi-dihedral” (SD), if a, b have the relations 
&Jn z=z 1, b2 = 1, b&l = a-l+2A-’ 
The key for the computation of A(r) for 2-groups is in the following 
analog of Theorem 5.6 which is due to Thompson: 
THEOREM 6.2 (Thompson). Let 57 be a noncyclic 2-gmup. Then sol@r) 
is a mdtiple of4 unless T is Q, or D, or SD, for which cases ol(rr) are respectively 
2,2* i- 2,2”4 -+- 2. 
Proof. The last statement can be verified easily by direct computation. 
We now assume that sol(m) + 0 (mod 4) and want to conclude that 7r is 
isomorphic to a group of type Q, or D, or SL). By a theorem of Frobenius 
and Schur ([Hj, p. 24), we have 
where x ranges over all the (complex) irreducible characters of P, and e(x) 
is defined by 
“(XI = 1 
/ 
0 if x is not real 
if x is the character of a real representation of rr 
- 1 otherwise. 
Now split the summation into three parts 
In the last sum, x(l) = deg x > 2 + x(l) is divisible by 4, since deg x 
divides [m : I] by group representation theory. The first sum is clearly equal 
to the number a of subgroups of r with indices < 2. But a in turn 
equals the number of subgroups of m/[m, TJ with indices < 2, which is 
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easily seen to be divisible by 4 unless n/[ r, ~1 is cyclic. By assumption 7r is 
noncyclic, and this implies that r/[ n n is also noncyclic. Hence we have , ] 
sol(n) = 2 c e(x)(mod 4) 
x(1)=2 
By hypothesis sol(n) * 0 (mod 4), hence 
x(;z2 4x> is odd (6.3) 
Now let A be the multiplicative group of all linear characters 01 of TJ satisfying 
a2 = 1. It is clear that for any irreducible character x, e(x) = e(xz) for OL E A. 
If we write S(x) = {xa : 01 E A}, we easily see that the sets S(x) are either 
disjoint or coincident, and card S(x) is even, if not equal to 1. From (6.3), 
we conclude that there exists an irreducible x with e(x) f 0 such that 
x01 = x for all 01 E A. The latter condition means that x vanishes outside any 
maximal subgroup of n. If we define Fratt n (Frattini subgroup) to be the 
intersection of all maximal subgroups of r, we see that x vanishes outside 
Fratt 71. Since m is a 2-group, x is equal to a character p* induced from 
a 1 -dimensional character p on a subgroup r’. Since deg x = 2, m’ is maximal, 
hence contains Fratt m. Let 5 be any irreducible character of &/Fratt r; 
then by Frobenius reciprocity and the fact that x vanishes off Fratt QT, we 
easily see that the restriction xc’ of x to 5~’ contains p{ to a multiplicity t(l), 
the latter being viewed as an irreducible character of r’. Thus xlr’ contains 
Z& l)pc where 5 ranges over all irreducible characters of r’/Fratt r. Evaluating 
at the identity, we get deg x > Zr, (deg 5)” = [v’ : Fratt ~1. Since deg x = 2 
we conclude that [z- : Fratt ~1 = 4. 
Now let S ={xE~:x~ = 1, [n: C(X)] < 2}, where C denotes taking 
centralizer in 7r. Write U for the subgroup of rr generated by S. We distinguish 
the following two cases: 
Case I. U is Abelian. If x is an involution and x $ U, then [7r : C(X)] 24. 
Since C(x) = N( x ) , we see that the number of conjugates of x is divisible by 
four. By an orbit argument we obtain 
sol(n) = sol(U) (mod 4). 
NOW clearly sol(U) = [U : 11, so our hypothesis on sol(n) implies that 
[U : I] = 2; thus U coincides with the group of central involutions of V. 
Take any abelian normal subgroup VC n. We clearly have UC V, so 
a repetition of the orbit argument shows that sol(~) = sol(V) (mod 4); i.e., 
4 does not divide sol(V), so V is cyclic. Since now every normal abelian 
subgroup is cyclic, we can refer to the literature for the conclusion that 7~ 
481/9/I-8 
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must be one of the indicated types. But it is also easy to argue within the 
present context. Let N be a maximal abelian normal subgroup. Then N 
is a cyclic group by the above and N is its own centralizer by a familiar 
theorem. The latter implies that we have an exact sequence 
1 --+N--+a-JSAutN~ U 
where 2n is the order of N. In 
U(Zj2%) 2i z/az @ z/2+22, 
there are precisely four involutions, namely 1, - 1, - 1 + 2%-l and 1 + 2+x. 
From this, we see easily, on the strength of the gumption sol(n) f 0 
(mod 4), that the image of v under p can only be (&I), or (I, -1 + 29. 
The first possibility corresponds to type 13 or Q, depend~g upon whether 
or not the extension splits; the second possibility corresponds to the type SI). 
Case II. U is non-abelian. We can then pick u E S, v E S such that 
nv sf vu. By ([lo], p. 173), we know that the subgroup H generated by a, v is 
a group of type D. Let E be the centralizer of H. Be definition of S, 
[77 : C(u)] < 2, [?r : C(v)] < 2, so [rr : E] < 4. It is then clear that H is 
the dihedral group of order eight, HE = r, and En H = [H, H]. Now E 
is a normal subgroup of r such that rr/E M H/[H, Hj is an ekmentay 
abelian 2-group. Consequently E contains Fratt ‘IT ([6-j, p. 160). But 
/jr : Fratt z] = 4, hence & = Fratt rr. Since Fratt F consists of “non- 
generators” of rr, ([@J, p. 16O), 7t = HE implies that m = H. Q.E.D. 
We can now state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let m be a noncyclic 2-group of order 2*+‘. Then A(v) = 2” 
~dess x isQ, or L), or SD, (as defined in ~e~~~t~o~ 6.1)for which cases A(n) = 2. 
proof. Suppose sol(r) is divisible by four. Then a repetition of the 
argument (a) + (b) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that A(rr) = P’. 
Suppose now sol(w) is not divisible by four. Then, by Theorem 6.2, rr is Q, 
or D, w SD, and we have only to verify in each individual case that A(n) 
equals 2. 
(1): w g D = <a, b>, a2’ = 1, P = 1, bab = a-l. 
We shall compute A(=} explicitly from the Brauer coefficient theorem. 
Take any cyclic subgroup rj C ?T. If a generator of r$ is outside of (a>, 
then [+r* : 1’J = 2, and we easily see that [Nrrj : n,] = 2. If rr* _C <a>, hut 
wj # 1 and # (a}, then the co~~ponding coefficient has numerator = 
2&A&’ : ~$1) where ?r’ ranges over all cyclic subgroups of v above 7rs s 
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Clearly, all the intervening cyclic groups rr’ are contained in (a) so the 
above sum = p(l) + 42) = 0. If rrj = (a), then again [AGr$ : rrj] = 2. If 
mf = {1}, then the appropriate coefficient is (1 - z)/2*+l, where x is the 
number of cyclic subgroups of order 2. We have z = sol(n) - 1 = 
2” + 2 - 1 = 2” + 1, hence (1 - z)/2”+l = -l/a . Consequently, two 
times the principal character is an integral combination of Artin characters, 
so A(r) = 2. 
(II): TT s Q. 
(III): r s SD (by similar methods, which we omit). 
7. GLOBALIZATION 
To prepare ground for global versions of the previous theorems, we need 
the following easy lemma: 
LEMMA 7.1. Let p be a fixed prime and rr be any @site group. Suppose 
a p-Sylow subgroup V(P) of n‘ is normal and cyclic, then 
(a) Any cyclic subgroup D of 7r is of the form D = (x) * (y); where 
xy =yx,x~rr(r), andy$&)ory = 1. 
(b) If D, = (x1) ( yI), D, = (x2) ( yz) are two cyclic groups of T 
written in the product form described in (a), then DI and D, are conjugate in rr 
if and only if (x1) = (x2) and ( yI), ( yz) are conjugate in rr. 
(c) For a cyclic group D = (x) (y) as in (a), N(D) = N(y). 
Proof. Every z E v can be written as z = xy = yx where x is p-singular 
and y is p-regular. This proves (a). (b) and (c) follow readily from the 
observation that all subgroups of +‘) are normal in V. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let p be a prime and r be any finite group. Suppose 
a p-Sylow subgroup &‘) of rr is normal and cyclic. Then the Artin exponent 
A(n) does not involve the prime p. 
Proof. Fix a generator x for the p-Sylow subgroup 4~). If [T(P) : I] = pn, 
44)) has K = n + 1 subgroups of orders respectively pn, p+-l,..., p, 1. Writing 
Xl = x, x2 = xp, 
n-1 x3 =‘xP2 )...) X&l = XB , xk=xpn= 1, we have the 
following lattice of subgroups 
?w = (x1) 3 (x2) 3 *** I) (Xkwl) 3 (x3 = 1 for r&P), 
where card(x,) = pn-+i) for 1 < t < k = n + 1. To pick a full set of 
nonconjugate cyclic su\bgroups for rr, we can proceed as follows: Start with x1 . 
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Among cyclic subgroups which have p-singular component (x1), pick a full 
set of nonconjugate ones, say <x1) ( yl>, <x1> {Y$),...~ (x1) ( yr,>. Next pick 
%,-a s--*8 yTs such that (x2> <yl>, (x2) (uz>,-., (xz) (y,,>,..., <x2) (Y,.,) form 
a full set of nonconjugate cyclic subgroups of 1~ having p-singular component 
(xa). Continuing like this we finally get (xk) (yJ,...,(x& (y?,-,),...,(x,> (y?,) 
a full set of nonconjugate cyclic subgroups in r with nap-singular component. 
Write ,u~,~ to be the Artin character induced on rr from the principal character 
on (xJ (y,), 1 < s < yt. By Brauer’s coefficient theorem (4.1), 1 = &,c,,~y,,, 
where 
Ct,s = [jqxtYs; : xty,] k-d(wJ)* 
Here, to simpfify notation, we have written p,(n’) for the summation 
2&([2r” : ~‘1)~ (pl ranging over alt cyclic groups containing VT’). Let us 
first compute the denominator, which can be rewritten as [N(y,) : xdys] 
thanks to (c) of the preceding lemma. There exists a unique integer 4 < t 
for which ys is caught between Y~,-,+~ , Y~,-~+~ ,..., yr, . By the choice of q 
and the definition of the y-sequence, it is easy to see that x, commutes with 
ys but x4-l does not. Thus <x,> is a maximal p-subgroup in N( ys>, and the 
p-part of the integer N(y,) is card(x,) = pn-(q-lj. Consequently, the p-part 
of [N(Y,) : w,l is 
pa-crl-1, pn-tn-1, 
card(x,) = 7 = Pt-q. 
Next we must handle the summation p,((xJ * (y,}). Look at a cyclic 
subgroup VT’ of rr which contains (x$ * <yJ, and write r’ = (x’) * (y’). 
Since &Gr‘ : (&(yJ]) = &(x’> : (x&) &(y’) : (y,}) we obtain a nonzero 
contribution from 71’ to the summation p?,((xJ ( ys)) only when (x’) = (xt> 
or (x’) = (x&. In the first case &?T’ : (xt>(ys)]) = ~((y’) : (yJ) and 
in the second case &[w’ : (x,)(y,)]) = -pL((y’) : (y,}). Breaking up the 
summation pw({xt)( y J) accordingly, we have 
where (y’) ranges over all p-regular cyclic groups commuting with (xJ 
and containing (ys>, and (y”) over those commuting with (x~-& and 
containing (y,}. We c&n now t&at pt-q &&es pIA((xt)(yg>). To prove this 
we first discard the case in which t = q when the claim becomes void. So 
assume t > q. Suppose, in the first summation, y’ runs through (xJ, 
(z~),..., {z,). This collection of (cyclic) subgroups in N<x,y,) = iV(y,) is 
stable under conjugation by an element of N(y,). [Suppose 2: E N(y,). 
From .zlx, = x,x, , we obtain 
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So if x’ = zz+-l, z’ commutes with (zxtz-l) = (x,), too. Also (z) > (y,) j 
W 2 (Y,>, as x E NY,).] Among <d,..., Cd, suppose <q+J,..., <G> 
commute also with (xi-r) but not the others. We now rewrite 
Both C&.., (~2 and (Q+,>,..., (G> are stable under conjugation in N( yJ, 
so (z,),..., (xa) are also stable under conjugation in N(y,). We can therefore 
partition the last summation into smaller chunks, each of which goes over 
an orbit of conjugate subgroups in N(y,). Without loss of generality we 
can assume that (z,),..., (zs) form one single orbit. But then the summation 
terms are all equal and 
flP(W : (Ys>) = B . P(W : <Ys>), 
where ,5 is the number of subgroups conjugate to (x1) in N(y,). We now 
prove our contention pt-q 1 pJ,(x,) (yJ) by verifying that pt-q divides /3. 
We compute /3 as follows: 
P = [NY,) : N~cv,>Wl 
_ [WY,) : 11 
[NW&I) : 11 
We have seen earlier that the p-part of the numerator is card(x,) = 
pn-(q-1) = p+*+l. For the denominator we observe that z, commutes with 
xt but not with xtel . Consequently, 
<xt> C %(&I) but (xt-1) $ NN<&I). 
The p-part of [NNcy,)(d : 11 is therefore card(x,) = pn-+l) = ~+~+l. 
Finally, we get thep-part of /3 as pn-q+l/pn-t+l = pt-q, proving the contention. 
Since now pn((xtys)) and [N(x,y,) : xtyS] have the same p-parts, their 
quotient c~,~ isp-free. This holds for all coefficients c~,~ in the Brauer formula, 
so we easily conclude that A(n) does not involve p. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let T be a square free group, [r : l] = p, a-. p, pr+l --. p,. 
Suppose the Sylow subgroups corresponding to the primes p, ,..., p, are normal, 
and the Sylow subgroups corresponding to the primes P,.+~ ,..., p, are not normal. 
Then A(r) = p,,, . . . p, . 
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Proof. The primes pI ,..., p, evapora,, ==Jrn A(TT) by Proposition 7.2. It 
remains to show that p, ,...,p, are actually retained in the Artin exponent. 
Now all Sylow subgroups are cyclic, so 71 itself is metacyclic ([4], 
Corollary 9.4. I>; i.e., there exists a normal cyclic ?r‘ C 7~~ such that p/n’ is 
cyclic. By extending V’ to bigger groups if necessary, we assume that rr’ is 
maximahy cyclic. The Sylow subgroups of 7~’ being all normal in rr (since 
characteristic in w’), [?T’ : I] / p,p, . . . p, . Let 71” be a complement of w‘. 
If a p-Sylow subgroup P is normal in V, then it commutes with &, and p’, P 
would generate a cyclic subgroup properly bigger than r’. Hence IV : I] = 
PlPZ...PT and [v” : l] = P,.+~ “.. p, . Applying Lemma 2.5 we obtain 
P r+l . . . p, 1 A(n), the desired conclusion. 
With Proposition 7.2 we are now ready to formulate our global theorems. 
To compute the Artin exponent globally we write A,(r) for the p-part of 
A(r) and give the criterion for the determination of A,(n). For convenience 
we shall do this only for o& p and leave out the more tedious arguments 
necessary for the discussion of p = 2. Locally (for p-groups) we have seen 
that the Artin exponent is either 1 or [r : I],$, depending upon whether or 
not m is cyclic. The global discussion accordingly split into two cases. When 
a p-Sylow subgroup (of order p”) is noncyclic, the rigidity of the exponent 
in the local case is again reflected globally; namely, A&r) can only be pa 
or p---l and Theorem 7.4 will dictate which. On the other hand, if a p-Sylow 
subgroup is cyclic of order p”, the whole range of values (I, p,..., pnml, p”) is 
available to the p-part of the global exponent, although locally the exponent 
is one. Here the magnitude of A,(T) depends on “how faithfully” the group 
&*) acts on the p-free cyclic subgroups of v normafized by V(B). The full 
statement of this calculation will constitute Theorem 7.12. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let p be an odd prime and VT be a jkite group, a p-Sylow 
~~gr~p n(P) of which is of order p” and nut =cycIic. Then we have: 
(4 44 = P” jF fi t t em em& a G~C&G p-f&%? group D C 7t; normak?d 
by &*f, on which the con~*~gatio~ action of VT(*) is faithful. 
(b) A,(T) = pn-l if otherwise. 
COROLLARY ?.5. If the p~~y~~ s~~oap ~(2) is nomzal, A,(T) = pn-l. 
Proof. If 7rfP) normalizes II, it must also centralize D, so the action of 
&j on D cannot be faithful. 
COROLLARY 7.6, Let s denote the product of all numbers q - 1, for p 
racnlaing cwer all prime divisors of [rr : 1) d~st~~t~orn p. Ifp* does not divide s, 
A,(%-) = jP-1. 
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Proof. Suppose D is a cyclic p-free subgroup of rr normalized by r(p). 
Write [D : l] = ql .a. q$. The automorphism group of D is of order 
$D(q$) *** y(q$) = q:-1 *.- q>-yq, - 1) *a* (q, - I), 
which divides 42-l 0.. 42-l s. Since the latter is not divisible byp” = [r(P) : 11, 
T&P) cannot be isomorphic to a subgroup of this automorphism group. The 
action of #) on D is therefore not faithful. 
COROLLARY 7.7. If+‘) is non-abelian, A,(n) = pn-l. 
Proof. Since the full automorphism group of a cyclic group is com- 
mutative, [7&p), T&P)] must act trivially on any cyclic D normalized by +J). 
It suffices, therefore, to assume [m(P), +‘)I f 1 (i.e. m(p) non-abelian) to 
exclude the possibility (a) in Theorem 7.4. 
Proof (of Theorem 7.4). (i) Suppose we have the hypothesis of (a). The 
conclusion will follow (thanks to Theorem 3.2) if we show that As(D#))=pn. 
Since T&B) acts faithfully on D, the centralizer of D in DOT will not intersect 
T@); in particular, D is a maximal cyclic subgroup in D&P). Using Lemma 2.5, 
we conclude that [Dw(p) : D] divides A(D&‘)). But [D&Q : D] = [CT(P) : l] =ppa. 
(ii) We suppose now that for every cyclicp-free group D C n normalized 
bY T&P), the action of 79) on D is nonfaithful. We try to conclude that 
A,(r) = pn-l. To begin with, A(&)) = pn-1 since T&P) is noncyclic 
(Theorem 5.1). We are therefore finished once we show that for any hyper- 
elementary subgroup T/ of rr, A,(rr’) divides p”-l (use Theorem 3.1). If r’ is 
hyperelementary of the first kind (with respect to p) [see the beginning of 
Section 3 for the terminology], we have A,(&) = 1 because a p-Sylow sub- 
group of r’ is normal (3 Proposition 7.2 applies). Next assume that 7r’ is 
hyperelementary of the second kind. Applying a conjugation, if necessary, 
we can actually suppose that V’ = Drrp where rrl, C n(P) normalizes D, and D 
is cyclic p-free. If the inclusion 1r9 C r(P) is proper, A,(&) divides [?T~ : 11, 
so it dividesp+r. Therefore we assume rp = #); i.e., rr’ = D&P), where D 
is normalized by n(P). This reduces the theorem to the hyperelementary case; 
so we may as well write 7r = T/. We shall now resort to the Brauer coefficient 
theorem (as always) to obtain the final conclusion. To clarify the arguments 
we present several lemmas. 
LEMMA 7.8 (Frobenius). If pm divides [rr : 11, then the number of subgroups 
of order pm is congruent o 1 mod p. 
Proof, See any group theory book. 
Recall now that for r’ C V, p,,(rr’) stands for the summation J&&T” : v’]), 
where nw runs over all cyclic subgroups of 71 containing ?I’. Suppose now 
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IIT = D . A*) is hyperelementary of the second kind. For a (cyclic) subgroup 
D’ of D, we write p:’ for the summation &+([r” : O]), where r” runs over 
all cyclic subgroups of 7~ whose p-regular components equal D’. 
LEMMA 7.9. If the action of Z-(P) on D is not faithful in the semidirect 
product r = D . rr@‘, p;’ is divisible by p for any subgroup D’ of D. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to compute p,“’ inside C(D’), the centralizer of D’. 
If r” = D’ x Y is a cyclic subgroup of C(D’) withp-regular component = D’, 
n” contributes to the summation for p,“’ only when [Y : l] = 1 or [Y : l] = p. 
If [Y : I] = 1, the contribution is p( 1) = 1; if [Y : l] = p, the contribution 
is p(p) = -1. Consequently pf’ = 1 - z(C(D’)), where z(C(D’)) is the 
number of subgroups of order p in C(D’). Our hypothesis implies that p 
divides the order of C(D’), so by Lemma 7.8 (with m = 1), x = 1 (mod p); 
i.e., p divides p;i’. 
LEMMA 7.10. For any subgroup D’ C D, p,(D’) is divisible by p. 
Proof. We have pJD’) = .ZDqpf”, where D” runs over all subgroups 
between D’ and D. Now apply Lemma 7.9. Q.E.D. 
We can now resume the proof of Theorem 7.4. First, write down the 
Brauer coefficient theorem. 
T/ running over a full set of nonconjugate cyclic subgroups. We finish by 
showing that for every V’ in this summation, p+lpJn’)/[llr~ : rr’] has no p 
in the denominator. We can assume that [NT : rr’] has p-part equal to p”; 
otherwise the contention is void. But then n’ itself cannot have any p-part 
and is thus forced to be D’ for some D’ C D. Thereforep+lp,(r’) = pnP1p,(D’) 
is divisible by pn by Lemma 7.10. Q.E.D. 
We record one further corollary of the lemmas. 
COROLLARY 7.11. Let r be any jinite group and p be a prime divisor of 
[r : l] such that 4”) is noncyclic. Suppose for every cyclic p-free group D C r 
normalized by rr(p), r(p) acts nonfaithfully on D by conjugation. Then p diwides 
p,,(D) for any D as above. [In particular, p divides p,({l)).] 
Proof. For r’ = D the p-part of [NT : ~‘1 is p”. But p’+l~,(?r’)/[N~’ : ~‘1 
has no p-part by the Brauer coefficient theorem for m and by the fact that 
A,(V) = pn-l. Hence the conclusion. 
Remark. It is, of course, easy to give examples in which the action of 
r(p) on D is faithful and p,(l) fails to be divisible by p. 
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It still remains to handle the case when the p-Sylow subgroups &‘) are 
all cyclic for the prime p. The full solution of this is contained in the following 
theorem which holds for p = 2 as well as odd p: 
THEOREM 7.12. Suppose a p-Sylow subgroup 4’) of TI is cyclic. Then 
A,(V) = ps, where s is the smallest positive integer satisfying the following 
property : 
(*) For any x E r(P) and any p-free cyclic subgroup D of rr, 
x E N(D) =+ xPs E C(D). 
(N and C denote respectively “normalizer” and “centralizer” in r). 
Proof. By maximality of s with respect to the property (*), there exist 
x’ E V(P) and a p-free cyclic subgroup D’ of r, such that x’ E N(D’) but 
x’p’+l $ C(D’). C onsider D’(x’), in which D’ sits as a normal subgroup. 
Since x’p’ E C(D’) and ~‘r’+~ $ C(D’), D’(x’P’) is a maximal cyclic subgroup 
of D’(x’). Applying Lemma 2.5, the Artin exponent of D’(x’) is divisible by 
[D’(x’) : D’(x’P”)] = [(x’) : x’p’)] = p”. Appealing now to Theorem 3.2, 
we conclude that ps divides A(r), hence divides A,(n). To show now that 
A,(n) divides p8, it suffices to show that A,(r’) divides ps for any hyper- 
elementary subgroup rr’ of v as a result of the Witt induction. If QT’ is hyper- 
elementary of the first kind (with respect to p), then A,(&) = I by Pro- 
position 7.2, and the contention is void. Therefore we can take n’ to be 
hyperelementary of the second kind and verify that ps is an Artin exponent 
for v’. First applying a conjugation if necessary, we can assume that 
rr’ = D(x), where x E &‘I n N(D) and D is p-free cyclic. Since, by choice 
of s, xv’ E C(D), our desired conclusion (that A,(r’) divides ps) is a con- 
sequence of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 7.13. If = = D(x) is an extension of a cyclic p-free group D by 
a cyclic p-group (x) of order p”, and (xg*) is the kernel of the conjugation 
action of(x) on D, then A(W) = pt. 
Proof. It is clear from the former argument that pt divides A(r). To show 
equality we must prove that for any cyclic subgroup n’ of r,pt * p,(n’)/[Nr’ : QT’] 
has no p in the denominator after cancellation. Up to conjugation we can write 
V’ = D’(xp’), D’ C D. Then [NV’ : ~‘1 = [N(x”“) : D’<x”“)] has p-part 
[(x) : (xp”)] = py. If u < t, we have nothing to prove, so we assume that 
v >, t + 1, from which the first conclusion is that (xv”-I) is central (in n). 
We claim that in this case p-(n)) = 0. Indeed, in the summation p,(rr’) = 
&“/4[~~ : n’]), we can suppose, as usual, that the p-singular part of V” is 
either (xp’), or a cyclic group in which (xp’) has index p. In the present 
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situation any two p-subgroups in rr of the same order are conjugate, hence 
p-subgroups in which (xD’} has index p are all conjugate to <xP”-‘). But 
<xr”-‘> is central, consequently 
p,(a’) = Zb~p(Dn(~~V} : D’(x”“)) -+- &,~,u(D~(x”“-~) : D’(xP’}), 
where L)” runs through all (cyclic) subgroups of f) con~i~~g D’. But the 
second term can be written as 
&,~p(D” : D’) &x~“-‘> : (xp”}) = X&D” : D’) p(p) 
= --.&*/L(Dfl : D’) 
Hence p,(rr’) = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.14. Let r&p) denote a p-Syloeo subgroup of T; then A(V) does 
not involve the prime p if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
64 7dP’ is cyclic. 
(b) For any subgroup PC CT(P) und any p-free cyclic subgroup D of n, 
PC N(D) j. PC C(D). 
Proofs The proof is immediate from the theorem and Theorem 2.9. 
COROLLARY 7.15. Sappose +) is cyclic. Then A(z) does not ittvoiwe p 
under any one of the fo&wing conditiolls: 
(a) 549) is normal. 
(b) p does not divide q - 1 fm every prime divk q of [p : I]. 
(c) p is the iargest prime dividing [r : I]. 
COROLLARY 7.16. Let w == S,(n 2 4) be the symmetric group of permuta- 
tions of n letters. Then A(T) is free of primes p > n/2. 
Proof. Supposep > n/2. Thenp occurs only to the first power in [rr : I]. 
Look at a cyclic q-group D normalized by &‘). If q < p, p does not divide 
Q- 1, so rr@f centralizes D. If n 2 q > p, we have q - 1 > p, so q - 1 is 
still prime to p and we can repreat the same argument. Q.E,D. 
Corollary 7.15 implies that if rr(r) is cyclic, then under any of the provisions 
(a), (b), (c), the “Wh t h i e ea d group” of 7~ has no p-torsion. The last corollary 
implies that the ~‘Whitehead group” of S, has no p-torsion for p > 812. 
We refer to [SJ for these and related applications. 
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